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It has been our pleasure to
serve your eye-health and
vision needs over the years,
and we look forward to continuing
that tradition. We are honored by
the trust and confidence you place
in us and will always strive to
meet, and exceed, your
expectations. You are part of
our extended eye-care
family. 

Thank you for
your patronage and
for your referrals,
which enable us to
continue doing
what we love to do.

ALERT: The sun delivers the same type 
of sunlight in the winter as it does in the
summer. Harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays do
not take vacations.

Sunglasses that block 99–100 percent of UV rays
are a winter must. Here are a few reasons why:

Sunglasses prevent or slow long-term eye
damage. Prolonged, unprotected UV exposure can
lead to macular degeneration, growths called
pinguecula and pterygium, skin cancer around the
eye or on the eyelid, and accelerated cataract
development. Photokeratitis, a severe sunburn of
the cornea, is an immediate and painful possibility.

Sunglasses reduce glare. UV rays may be
less intense in the winter (though still very hazard-
ous), but ice and snow reflect 80 percent of light
hitting it, meaning the sun is launching a double
assault on your eyes. Anyone spending a substan-
tial portion of time in these conditions (e.g., drivers,
skiers, snowmobilers, and kids at play) is at risk.

Sunglasses offer a barrier against wind,
dust, and debris. Sunglasses reduce evaporation
of your eyes’ natural moisture, prevent your con-
tacts from drying out, and protect your corneas
from abrasions. Close-fitting, wraparound styles
offer the best protection.

Sunglasses ward off headaches and
eyestrain. Too much light entering our eyes leads
to excessive squinting, hence the headaches and
eyestrain.

Remember, too, that 80 percent of UV rays pass
through clouds; overcast days are not UV-free days.
Also keep in mind that UV rays increase in intensity
at higher altitudes. 

Don’t let down your guard this winter. Let us
provide for all your sunglasses needs.

Your eyes need
PROTECTION 
in WINTER, too

Hats off

Thank you for all your referrals. We appreciate them!

to you!

May you and your family

have a safe, healthy, and

happy holiday season!

Dr. Lance B. Dunoff & staff

Fox Chase Family Eye Care
(215) 745-0993
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Winter’s dynamic is often a source of irritation to
eyes. In many locales it’s cold with biting winds. Indoors, it
may be toasty warm, but the air’s extremely dry. Both sets
of conditions prompt tears to evaporate quickly—too
quickly for tear glands to keep up. Without proper eye
lubrication, you may incur blurry vision; a scratchy,
burning sensation; and reflex tears (tears that lack the
proper qualities to lubricate your eyes).

When outdoors, your first line of defense against dry
eyes is a good pair of sunglasses. Wind can’t hit your
eyes directly, and the full brunt of the sun’s brightness
and UV-ray exposure is stymied (including reflected light).
Wraparounds keep anything from sneaking in from the
sides.

Indoor heating systems tend to suck moisture out 
of the air. A humidifier can restore moisture indoors,

thereby dropping the evaporation rate of your eyes’
tears, keeping your eyes comfy. 

Eyedrops can ease the common pain and
itchiness associated with dry eyes. Not all

are the same, however; give us a call to
make sure you select the right one for
your situation.

Drink an extra glass or two of water
each day during the winter, and make 

a conscious effort to blink more when
engaging in activities such as computer

work, texting, and the like.

Daily disposables are popular for a number of
reasons. They offer improved comfort, since you use a new
contact each day. There’s generally no cleaning or cleaning
solutions involved, which is convenient and avoids possible
allergic reactions to chemicals in the solutions. There is no 
time for deposits to build up that cause eye discomfort. And
replacement schedules are far easier to remember (a new one
each day).

Daily disposables have alternative uses as well. Those with
chronic or seasonal allergies might want to consider them. The
surface of the eye is shielded from the offending allergens, and
the levels of protein and antigen buildup are reduced since the
lens is disposed of at the end of the day.

Daily disposables are excellent for 
part-time wearers—for a special event or
playing a sport. Those who are considering
contacts for the first time can start with
daily disposables to get a feel for how
they’ll adjust to wearing contacts…without
having to worry about lens storage.

Daily disposables can help those who
have undergone refractive or cataract
surgery on one eye but need to wait several weeks or months
before the second eye can be worked on. A daily disposable can
compensate for the discrepancy in vision between each eye
while waiting for the second surgery.

When used correctly, daily disposables are convenient,
effective, and versatile. We can help you determine if they’re
right for you.

DAILY DISPOSABLES

Outdoor cold and indoor heat team up on eyes
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Don’t mess 
around with 
your eyes. 

Any persistent 
eye irritation

warrants a call to 
our office.
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More uses than meet the eye

Fox Chase Family Eye Care
Lance B. Dunoff, O.D.
Contact Lens Specialist
7834 Oxford Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19111

Office Hours
Monday 12:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Tuesday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Wednesday 12:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Thursday 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Friday 9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.  

Appointment and Emergency
Phone: (215) 745-0993

Check out our website at
www.FoxChaseFamilyEyeCare.com

LIKE us 
on Facebook


